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SOME PROPERTIES ON FINSLER 
SPACES WITH A QUARTIC METRIC

Il-Yong Lee* and Dong-Gum Jun**

Abstract. The purpose of the present paper is devoted to a study of 
some properties on spaces with a quartic metric from the standpoint 
of Finsler geometry.

0. Introduction
The so-called quartic metric on a differentiable manifold with the 

local coordinates x1 is defined by

(0.1) L(x,y) = (ahijk(x)yhyiyjyk)1/4 (아 = 새),

where 아向즈(해) are components of a symmetric tensor field of (0,4)- 

type, depending on the position x alone, and a Finsler space with a 

quartic metric is called the quartic Finsler space.

We have had few papers studying quartic Finsler spaces ([3], [11], 

[12], [13]) although there are various papers on the geometry of spaces 

with a quartic metric as a generalization of the Euclidean or Riemann- 

ian geometry. The purpose of the present paper is to study spaces with 

a quartic metric from the standpoint of Finsler geometry.

The first section is devoted to developing a fundamental treatment 

of quartic Finsler spaces and a characterization of such spaces is given 

in terms of well-known tensors in Finsler geometry. The second section
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is devoted to finding Berwald spaces and Landsberg spaces among 

quartic Finsler spaces. In the third section a characteristic Finsler 

connection is defined in a quartic Finsler space from the standpoint 

of the generalized metric space due to A. Moor.

1. Characterization of quartic metrics
We consider an n-dimensional Finsler space Fn with a quartic met

ric L(\X,y) defined by (0.1). Putting

( ) L/CLijk(：〕C, y} = dijkrlJ ? 刀〔서j(入 V〉= ^ijrsV V 5

L3di(x,y) = airstyrysy\

the normalized supporting element 匕 = d》」L, the angular metric tensor 

hij = LdidjL and the fundamental tensor g》j = didjL2/2 = hij 十 IJj 

are respectively given by the equations

h) I# = di, b) hij — — di(ij),
(1.2)

C)Qlj = 3dij — 2idi(lj.

The problem appearing first in treating special Finsler metrics of 

an interesting concrete form is to find the inverse metric (回이) of the 

metric (g幻) . In case of a quartic metric the problem is easy as follows:

Definition. A quartic Fin인er space or some domain of the space is 

called regular, if the intrinsic metric tensor aij(5?, y) has non-vanishing 

determinant.

Then, by the inverse matrix (a2』) of ((2刀) the contravariant com

ponents g'이 of the fundamental tensor are written as = [a이 + 

2aztzJ/(3 — 2a2)]/3, as it is easily verified ([5]), where(〕『 =(『rar 

and a2 = d1^. It follows from this and (1.2)a) that I1, = y1 /L = 

az/(3 — 2a2) and Z仏 = 1 = a2/(3 — 2a2). Thus a2 = 1 is derived, so 

g四 are of the following simple form:

(1.3) gij = (於 + 2a 石)/3.
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As a consequence, in a regular Finsler space with a quartic metric, 

the usual processes of raising and lowering of indices are introduced.

Let us return to our subject. It is easy to show

6jCli ~ 3((2幻 一 허：CLjj = 2 {ciijk —(사:'} /1』•

Therefore it follows from (1.2)c) that the covariant components 

Cijk = dkgij/2 of the (/z)/w-torsion tensor of the Cartan connection 

CT are written as

(1.4) LX^ijk = 3(CZ幻乃 一 (lijdk； — — 아幻i(lj —F 2tZ八ZjtZ/으).

It is well-known that a Finsler space is Riemannian, iff Cijk = 

0. This characterization of Riemannian metric is nothing but the 

equation didjdkL2 = 0. A cubic metric L(x,y) is characterized by 

the equation dhdidjdkL3 = 0. Similarly a quartic metric L(x,y) is 

characterized by the equation didhdidjdkL4 = 0. Making use of the 

well-known T-tensor Thijk, we get generally

dhdidjdkdiL4 = 16Thijkl + 8{lhTijkl + (5)}
(1.5)

+ 8{LChr iTrjki + *hijhki + (10)},

where by the abbreviation {• • • + (•••)} we denote the cyclic per

mutation of indices and summation such that {••• + (•••)} becomes 

completely symmetric in all the indices.

Consequently the characterization theorem of quartic metric is es

tablished as follows:

Theorem 1. A Finsler space is one with a quartic metric, if and 

only if the equation

2Gijki + {IhTijki + (5)} + {LChr iTrjki + *hijhki + (10)} = 0 
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holds identically.

Remark. The importance of the T-tensor has been recently no

ticed ([2]). It seems that the study of the T-tensor must be further 

promoted on account of Theorem 1.

Remark. It is noteworthy that the rather complicated equation in 

Theorem 1 means the simple differential equation dhdidjdkdiL4 = 0 

for the fundamental function L(x,y), similarly to Cijk = didjdkL2/2 

in Riemannian case. In connection with this fact, we recall the char

acteristic equation

(1-6) Cijk = (hijCk 十 hjkCi + h^Cj)/{n + 1)

for a C-reducible Finsler space; it is written in tensors derived from 

L(x,y') by the differentiation with respect to alone, i.e., hij = 

LdidjL and Ci = di (log ^/g). It seems to us that (1.6) is apparently 

simpler than the equation in Theorem 1, but only two particular so

lutions L = a + 0 (Randers metric) and a2/3 (Kropina metric) are 

known in this stage ([5]).

2. Certain important tensors of quartic Finsler spaces
It follows first from (1.3) and (1.4) that the components of 

the (7z)/w-torsion tensor of CT are given by

(2.1) 7사 /으 — dj \ _ 6^,dj 4~ d (gdjdk； _

where we put aj\ = a^ajrk- Hence the so-called torsion vector Ci is 

given by

(2.2) LCi = di r — nai，

From (2.1) the ^-curvature tensor Shijk of CT is written in the form

'hijk =(1『 jClrhk — Clf kdrhj — (、CLij 아ik — 아zj)

十(、、CLij아i(lk —b 아bkClidj —(사i$lj — 아ijdi■아으) •

1

(2.3) 3
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Next, the h- and ^-covariant derivatives 入히刀 Xi\j of a covariant vec

tor field Xi with respect to the Cartan connection CT are defined

by

xi{j = djXi - drXiN^ _ XrFfj,

where (」F}2fc, Nzj(= F61 j), Cfk) are connection coefficients of CT and 

suffix 0 means the contraction by the supporting element y\

As to a Finsler space with a quartic metric (0,1), it follows first 

from (1.2) a), c) that

(2.4) a^j = 0, ciij\k = 0,

because of 匕匕 = 0 and g》j小 = 0. These are remarkable identities, as 

it will be seen in the following. Then the 7z-covariant differentiation 

of (1.4) leads us to the simple equation

(2-5) L/C\jk\i = 3o아씨/.

Therefore the (?;)7w-torsion tensor JQ水 given by ([8], 17.23) is written 

as

(2.6) LPijk = L(〕ijk\0 = 3(2刀 씨 o-

As a consequence of these equations, the equation ([8], 17.23) ex

pressing the Zw-curvature tensor Phijk yields

(2 7) 하」2卜hijk =L(aijk\h — 아사씨J — (af jarhk\Q — 아f jarik\())

十 (아아어씨o — 에나씨())•

Definition. (1) A Finsler space is called a Berwald space (or 

affinely connected space), if the tensor 6수씨아 vanishes identically.

(2) A Finsler space is called a Landsberg space, if the (0)7w-torsion 

tensor vanishes identically.

It is noted that the condition 7그此 = 0 is equivalent to Phijk = 0. 

From (2.5) and (2.6) we obtain immediately
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Theorem 2. A quartic Finsler space is a Berwald space (resp. 

Landsberg space), if and only if the tensor 씨z (resp. ⑴아씨〔)) van

ishes identically, where the h-covariant differentiation is the one with 

respect to the Cartan connection.

3. A characteristic Finsler connection in a quartic Finsler 
space

First of all we remember equation c) in (1.2) giving the fundamental 

tensor g幻 of a quartic Finsler space Fn. The tensor is different from 

the intrinsic metric tensor a》j in a regular Fn. Nevertheless we have 

(3.1) = 9ij(x,y)ylyJ = ai：j(x,y)yly\

This is a very interesting equation; Fn is regarded as a generalized 

metric space of line-element in Moor’s sense [10], because there is gen- 
• •

erally no such a function M(:r, y) that cz^ is given by = didjM2/2. 

A. Moor has developed various interesting results on the geometry of 

generalized metric space of line-element.

In viewpoint of (3.1) it seems natural to us to consider the problem 

determining a Finsler connection based on the intrinsic metric tensor 

어 (⑦, y).

Theorem 3. In a regular quartic Finsler space Fn a Finsler con

nection *CT = is uniquely determined from the

intrinsic metric tensor ciij(x, y) by the following Gve axioms:

It is h-metrical : cz세 = 0.
*

It is v-metrical : 아j |之 = 0.

It is h-symmetric : = *Fj\ — = 0.

It is v-symmetric : — = 0.

Its deflection tensor vanishes : = 米Nlj — *F(fj = 0,

*

where * and | denote respectively the h- and v-covariant differenti

ations with respect to *CT. Then the connection coefficients *』妙2乃
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and 허j coincide with Fj\ and N1 j respectively and *Cj\ = +

llhjk』{7心), where CT = 7\Pj, (刀五) is the Cartan connection.

Remark. In Theorem 3 a Finsler connection is the concept given 

in [8 §9]. It is noteworthy that the above system of axioms is similar 

to the one for CT. The proof will be done also similar to the case 

of CT. It is, dk9ij = djQik are full used, but for the intrinsic metric 

tensor such identities do not hold except ⑵k(iij)yk = 0. We shall 

show another proof in the following.

Proof. The axioms (2) and (4) lead us immediately to

(3.2) = a^^dkCLjr + djO'kr — 시jfc)/2,

that is, the coefficients 너Cjlk of the 沙-covariant differentiation are 

Christoffel symbols constructed from «아(鉛, y) with respect to yz. Sub

stitution of (1.4) in dkCLij = — ^ij^k)/L yields

. 2
(3.3) 9]幻ciij = ^{Cijk 十 (hjiJi 十 7%'j)/方}•

<5

Thus (3.2) and (3.3) give the relation

2
(3.4) <j\ = Cfk + '丁〒 hj}J『.

O-L

Secondly we consider the difference = 氷Fj\ — Then the

axiom (3) means D^k = D^j and (5) does jD0\ = *川五 一 Pay 

attention to the remarkable equation, the second of (2.4); in virtue of 

it the axiom (1) is written in the simple form

(3.5) (draij)D()r + Dijk + 以派 = 0,

where Dg = k- By the Christoffel process ([8], p.44) and (3.3) 

we derive from (3.5)

Dijk + Cf jD()rk； + CjrkDori — Ckr iDQrj

1
(3.6) 十 £ — Dokj) + lk(D()ji — D^j) + (/(!)(" + 刀w)]

2
— 〒리 iljDwc + IjlkDooi — lkkDo()j) = 0.
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Contraction of (3.6) by y1 yields

J〕Ojk + CjrkD()rQ —

(3.7) x

-1- y {Zj (DofcO — 刀00/c) + k(I〕OJO + I〕OOJ)} = 0. 
J-J

Dojo = 0 is easily obtained by contraction of (3.7) by yk, hence (4.7) 

is reduced to

(3.8) D()jk + (D()jk — Dokj) — y (ZjDoo/c — h』)ooj) = 0.
JU

Further contraction of the above by y’ gives Pqoa； = 0 and we have 

D()jk = 0 easily. Consequently (3.6) yields the conclusion = 0. 

□

Remark. The concept of indicatrization is recently introduced 

([8], Definition 31.3). It is easily verified by (3.4) that C/刀 is the 

indicatrized tensor
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